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Abstract: This paper presents an analysis of strategic bargaining in a

dynamic system with alternating offers in which both players
have an incentive to reach an early agreement. The concept of

subgame perfectness is used to determine equilibria which can be

either unique or non-unique. Surprisingly, there may exist

equilibrium outcomes that are not Pareto optimal. If an

equilibrium outcome is unique than it is also Psreto optimal.

Some important examples show that the equilibria can be time-

ínconsistent and not chesting-proof.

x The suthor would like to thank Prof.Dr. A.J. de Zeeuw and Prof.Dr.
J.E.J. Plasmans for drawing the subject of strategic bargaining
analysis to his attention and for their valuable comments during the
work on this paper.
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1. Introduction

An important topic in dynamic game theory is the relation between non-

cooperative Nash equilibria and cooperative (i.e. Pareto optimal)

equilibria of these games. It is often assumed that the players are able

to bargain with each other to agree upon a cooperative solution, which is

for all players at least as good as the non-cooperative solution. Thus

players can gain from bargaining. Two important questions arise. Which set

of Pareto optimal controls is the cooperative outcome of the game under

certain reasonable assumptions and how do players act in the bargaining

process that results in a cooperative outcome. The axiomatic approach is

concerned with the first question. This approach has resulted so far in

two important equilibrium concepts: the axiomatic Nash-bargaining

equilibrium concept and the Kalai-Smorodinski equilibrium concept. The

strategic approach is concerned with the second question. The major

concern is what strategies each player adopts to obtain a cooperative

outcome that is the best possible for this player. The study of strategic

responses of the players requires that the bargainirig process is

explicitly modeled. A major contribution of this approach is the

partitioning of a cake model introduced by Rubinstein (1982). This model

has to be adapted to study bargaining processes in a dynamic system.

In 1986 Stefanski and Cichocki introduced a model which is able to
provide a theoretical framework for the study of strategic bargaining in a
dynamic economy with two agents. This model differs from the partitioning
of a cake model (Rubinstein, 1982) in taking the controlling of a dynamic
system as the subject of negotiation and not the partitioning. A second
paper on this subject is written by van den Boom (1987). The basic
contribution of this paper is a modified notation which enables us to
understand the differences from and the similarities with the partitioning
of a cake game. Therefore this notation will be adopted in this paper.

The purpose of this paper is to study bargaining in a dynamic system
and to point at some topics for further research. In section 2 the
bargaining model used throughout this paper is introduced. Section 3 is
concerned with some properties of strategic bargaining models. Section 4
is dediceted to the relation between bargaining outcomes and Pareto
optimal controls. Section 5 contains three important examples which either
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serve as an illustration of the propositions of section 3 and 4 or serve
as a suggestion for further research. In section 6 an extension of the
basic model will be given that can be useful in further investigations on
the relation between axiomatic and strategic bargaining outcomes. Section
~ contains some conclusions and topics for further research.

2. The basic bargaining model in a dynamic economy

The model will be introduced in two parts. The first part considers the
dynamic system and can be seen as a difference game with a finite time
horizon. The second part considers the bargaining process in this dynamic
system.

In this dynamic system two decision makers operate, which are labeled 1
and 2. The planning period T is defined as T- {1,2,...,tf}, with tf a
finíte number. Each of these two decision makers has a set of control
variables in each period starting in period t- 0 until period t- tf - 1.

ui(t-1) :- a vector representing the available control variables of
player i , i- 1,2, at period t-1, t E T.

u(t-1) :- ( ul(t-1), u2(t-1) ), t E T.

In general the use of control variables is restricted. Therefore the sets
of feasible control variables for the two players are defined as follows:

Ut-1 .- the set of feasible control variables of player i, i- 1,2, ati
period t-1, t E T.

Ut-1 :- Ut-1 x Ut-1
1 2 '

Besides control variables there are state variables to describe the
evolution of the systeml.

x(t) :- a vector representing the state variables at period t, t E
T~{0}
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x(0) :- x~ :- a vector representing the initial state of the system.

The use of control variables in each period affects the state variables of
the next period. In general the state variables are restricted, especially
when the state variables only change due to the use of restricted control
variables.

Xt .- the set of all possible states in period t, t E T.

The state variables at period t are determined as a function F of the
state variables at period t-1 and the use of control variables at period
t-1. Define the function F: T x Xt-1 x Ut-1 ~ Xt ~

x(t) :- F(t, x(t-1), u(t-1) ).

It is convenient to represent the decision makers' preferences as a
utility function. The assumption is made that the use of control variables
by the opponent affects the utility function only indirectly through the

state variable. Define the utility function Ji: RtfO Xt x Rtfi Ui-1 ~ R
as

Ji( x(0),...,x(tf). ui(0).....ui(tf 1) ). i- 1,2.

Decisions on controls depend on the state information available to each
decision maker. There are four types of information structures: open-loop,
feedback, k-step-memory and closed-loop-memory. Depending on the
information structure, a function Gi, i-1,2, is introduced which
determines the use of controls for each player as a function of the
available information of both players2. In case of an open-loop
information structure the functions Gi are given by Gi: S x XG -~ Ui, s E
S:- {O,i,...,tf-1}, where Gi is defined as

ui(s) :- Gi( s; x(0) ). s E S, i- 1.2.
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In case of a feedback information structure the functions Gi are given by
Gi: S x Xs ~ Ui, with s E S:- {O,l,...,tf-1}, where Gi is defined as

ui(s) :- Gi( s: x(s) ). s E S, i- 1,2.

In case of a k-step-memory information structure the functions Gi are
given by Gi' S x~t-k-stl Xt -~ Ui, with s E S:- {O,l,...,tf-1}, where Gi
is defined as

ui(s) :- Gi( s; x(k-stl),...,x(s) ), s E S, i- 1,2.

Note that the feedback information structure is equivalent to the 1-step-
memory information structure.
In case of a closed-loop-memory information structure the functions Gi are
given by Gi: S x Rt-0 Xs ~ Ui, with s E S:- {G,l,...,tf-1}, where Gi is
defined as

ui(s) :- Gi( s; x(G),x(1),...,x(s) ), s E S, i- 1,2.

Stefanski and Cichocki (p. 223) as well as van den Boom (p. 44) only
consider a closed-loop-memory information structure3. With these four
information structures it is possible to investigate the effect of
(adding) information on the outcome of the bargaining process in a dynamic
system. Section 5 contains an example where some attention to this problem
is given.

The set up of the bargaining process is similar to the one introduced
by Rubinstein (1982). In each round one of the two players makes a
proposal which is either accepted or rejected by the other player. In the
partitioning of a cake model the only action the two players can perform
is either wait for a new proposal or give an answer to a proposal just
made. In the bargaining model of this section each bargaining round
coincides with one particular period of the dynamic system. The number of
bargaining rounds is therefore equal to tf. It is supposed that in each
period first the bargaining takes place and afterwards the control
variables are used. A proposal which is accepted in bargaining round t
concerns how the control variables are used from period t on. If a
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proposal is rejected at period t, t E{0}~T`{tf}, both players use

disagreement controls.

ua(t-1) :- a vector representing the disagreement controls of player i,
i- 1,2, at period t-1, t E T,

with ua(t-1) E Ui-1,

ud(t-1) :- ( ua(t-1), u2(t-1) ) E Ut-1. t E T.

With the disagreement controls we can define the set of available control

vectors in period t, t E{0}~T`{tf}, as

y~t :- lut ~ u(s) - ud(s), 0 c s c t n u(s) E Us, t c s c tf-11

(van den Boom, p. 47?. Notice that a typical proposal at period t, t E
{0}~T`{tf}, from now on denoted by ut, consists of the use of disagreement
controls until period t-1 and the use of proposed controls from period t

t
onwards. The vector u f denotes the situation of total disagreement, i.e.
the game ends with each proposal rejected and both players using their
disagreement controls in each round. The set of available control

variables reduces in the latter case to y~tf - ~ utf ~. These last remarks
complete the description of the model in this paper.

3. Some propositions on bargaining in a dynamic system

In their papers Stefanski and Cichocki (p. 224) as well as van den Boom

(p. 46) restrict themselves to the set of Pareto optimal (PO) control

proposals. In this section all propositions are based on the set of

avsilable controls, ~yt, which is a much larger set than the set of PO

controls. A justification for this deviation is given in section 4.

In the partitioning of a cake model (Rubinstein, 1982) both players
have an incentive to reach an early agreement because time has value. In
the bargaining model of this paper there is also an incentive to reach an
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early agreement. This incentive is different from the time preferences in
the partitioning of a cake game, although this type of time preferences
can also be included. As time goes on, the set of available control
vectors ~yt shrinks, until in the end only the disagreement control vector

utf remains. The multifunction ~tl:~yt2 -~ y~tl, tl ~ t2, yields for ut2 E

y~t2 the set of controls in ~ytl that dominate ut2.

~tl(ut2) :- {~tl E Y'tl I ~tl ~i ut2~ i- 1~2j

Proposition 3.1:(Incentive for an early agreement)

Let tl C t2; tl,t2 E T~{0} and i- 1,2. Then y ut2 E Y't2.

A) 3 utl E Y'tl such that utl Zi ut2,

B) ~t1Íut2) ~ rá ~ 3 utl E Y'tl such that utl ~i ut2.

Proof.
t t

A) By definition of y~t, ~ 2 C~ 1.

B) Choose a vector ut2 E~Yt2 and consider the controls in ~tl(ut2)

Because ~~~1 any utl E~tl Proofs the stated result. o

Corollary:

t
yt E{0}~T`{tf} there exists a ut E~yt such that ut Li u f, i- 1,2

Proof~
Take t2 - tf and tl - t. o
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It can be shown that the bargaining game has many Nash equilibria (van

den Boom, p. 47), which is a similar result to the result found by

Rubinstein (1982, p. 100) in the partioning of a cake game. Therefore the

equilibrium concept of subgame perfectness is introduced as an additional

requirement. There are four different cases which can arise. Case one is

when player one makes the first proposal and tf is even (that is player

two makes the last proposal). In case two player one also proposes first,

but tf is odd (that is player one is also the player who proposes last).

The other two cases are similar to the first two cases with player two

making the first proposal. Without loss of generality it is supposed that

player 2 starts the bargaining at period t- 0 and tf is even (player one

makes the last proposal). To characterise SPE-strategies and SPE-outcomes,

define the following multifunctions (note again that these multifunctions

are defined on y~t and not on the subset of PO controls)

d2: wt~l -~ `Yt. t - 0.2.....tf-2,

d2(ut}1) - 1 ut E Y't I ut bl uttl ~ y vt E~yt: ut Z2 ~t J

and

ditl: ~tt2 ~ ~yt}1, t - 0,2,...,tf-2,

diti(utf2) -~uttl E~ttllutfl Z2 utf2 n~ttl E~,t}1: ut}1 Z1 ~t}1~

(van den Boom, p. 50)4. At period t, player 2 makes the proposal to player

1. If both players can be sure an outcome ut}1 will be reached at period
t 'tflttl, the multifunction d2(u ) yields a set of control variables which

has two proporties. The proposal ut E d2(ut}1) maximizes the utility of
player 2, yvt: ut b2 vt, while player 1 can do no better than accepting
this proposal ut, because ut tl ut~l ~erefore for every proposal ut E
d2(ut{1) it is rational for both players to accept ut. Similar in the case
when player 1 makes the proposal to player 2 in period ttl. If both
players can be sure an outcome ut}2 will be reached in period tt2, the

t.l 'tt2multifunction di (u ) yields a set of control variables that maximises
the utility of player 1, yvttl: uttl Z1 vt~l, while player 2 can do no
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better than accepting this proposal because ut;l b2 ut}2. Notice that the
subindex of dj refers to the player who tries to maximize his utility and
does not refer, as in van den Boom, to the player whose constraint has to
be met, i.e. the player who has to decide whether to accept or to reject
the proposal.

These multifunctions are a generalisation of the functions dl and d2
introduced by Rubinstein (Rubinstein, p. 105). With these functions it is
possible to determine a subgame perfect sequence of proposals just as in
the partitioning of a cake model. In the partitioning of a cake model the
situation after each multitude of two bargaining rounds is equal to the
initial situation, i.e. the game repeats itself. Therefore the subgame
perfect equilibrium proposal y made by player 2 satisfies y- d2(dl(y)).
In the case of bargaining in a dynamic system this repetition of the
initisl state will in general not occur. The following proposition
determines the SPE-strategies and SPE-outcomes.

Just like in the partitioning of a cake game (Rubinstein, p. 100-101)
van den Boom assumes that the set of PO controls in every period is
compact. In this paper the restriction to the set of PO controls is not
made. Therefore assume that ~yt-1, t E T is compact. Also assume that the
preferences ti, i- 1,2, are continuous5.

Proposition 3.3:

A) yt E y~t is a SPE-control proposal by player 2 in round t and xt{1 E
~ttl is a SPE-control proposal by player 1 in round ttl, t-
{0,2,4,...,t -2} ~

y0 E d~(xl); xl E di(Y2);

Y2 E d2(x3); x3 E di(y4);

~tf-2 tf-2 ..tf-1 -tf-1 tf-1 -tf
Y E d2 ( x ); x E dl (Y ).

with ytf - utf.
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B) At least one sequence of proposals yt, xt}1, t- 0,2,...,tf-2, as
described in 3.2.A) exists.

"t `ttlC) u, u , t- 0,2,...,tf-2 is a SPE-outcome of the subgame starting in
round t resp. ttl ~ ut - yt resp, uttl - Xttl

Proof:
See proposition 11 in van den Boom (p. 50-52) for a proof for controls
restricted to the set of PO controls. This proposition can be proven
analogously for controls which belong to the set ~t.

The following proposition states the intuitive idea that one player or
both players gain from bargaining or at least are indifferent between a
cooperative and a non-cooperative equilibrium strategy.

Proposition 3.4:

t
y0 Li xl bi y2 Li x3 Li ... b. u f. i- 1,2.

Proof:
The proof is given for t- 0,2,...,tf-2.
Consider period ttl. The relation ~tt2 C~ttl holds by definition and
therefore ytt2 E~ttl. Because xt.l E d2t1(ytt2)~ by definition

Xtil Z ytf2
2

and

~ vttl E~ttl. xt;l Z ~t41
1

With vtfl - yt42 it follows that xttl Zi ytt2, i- 1,2
The relation ~t}1 C~t holds by definition and therefore xttl E~t.

Because yt E di(xt.l)~ by definition

i
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yt z XtfS
S

and

v ~t E Y't: Yt Z2 ~t.

With vt - xt}1, it follows that yt Li xt}1, i- 1,2.

Note that ytf - utf which proofs the stated result. o

Corollary 3-5:

t
If there exists at least one player i, i- 1,2, for which ut ~i u f, then
ut is not a SPE-outcome, for all ut E~yt.

Remark 3.6:

For every period the set of SPE-proposals depends heavily on the dis-
t

agreement strategy u f, because by construction

t -1 ,.t
yt E d2 ( di}1(...( dlf (u f) )...))

and

-ttl t41 tt2 tf-1 `tf
x E dl (d2 (...( dl (u ) )...)).

In their paper Stefanski and Cichocki (p. 223) assume that each
decision maker declares a disagreement strategy prior to the negotiations.
They do not specify which disagreement strategy is or should be chosen and
on which grounds. It is reasonable to assume that each player uses his or
her control variables in such a way that, given the action of the other
players, he or she maximizes his or her own utility. Thus it is assumed

t
that the disagreement strategy u f is a Nash-equilibrium of the non-
cooperative game. The SPE-proposal can be characterised as a cooperative
equilibrium. From differentiel game theory it is known that there are four
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different sets of Nash-equilibria, each depending on a specific
information structure. As mentioned in section 2 these four information
structures are based on the open-loop concept, feedback concept, k-step-
memory concept and closed-loop-memory concept. For each information
structure SPE-proposals can be determined. Therefore it is possible to
compare the SPE-outcomes between different information structures. In
example 5.1 SPE-outcomes under different information structures will be
derived.

4. Pareto optimality in strategic bargaining in a dynamic model

In the partitioning of a cake model (Rubinstein, 1982) each SPE-
proposal is PO because a player can only gain on a SPE-proposal by a
larger share of the cake which implies that the other plsyer gets e
smaller share and is therefore worse off. In their paper Stefanski and
Cichocki (p. 224) argue that the assumption of rational players and
complete information results only in proposals which belong to the set of
PO controls. They do not make any difference between weak and strong
Pareto optimality and do not give a mathematical proof of their assertion.
In his paper van den Boom (p. 46) also assumes Pareto optimality of the
control proposal. The following example shows that there can exist SPE-
proposals which are not P0.

Consider period t, t- 0,2,...,tf2, which implies that player 2 is the

one to propose how the control variables will be used. Suppose that there

is a unique SPE-proposal xt}1 at period ttl and d2(xttl) -{ pt, qt } such

that pt ti2 qt (i.e. player 2 is indifferent between the two SPE-proposals)

and pt ~1 qt (i.e. player 1 is better off with pt than with qt). It is

obvious that qt can not be weak or strong P0, but qt is a SPE-proposal at

period t. At period t-1 player 1 is the one to propose. It is obvious that
di-1(pt) : di-1(Qt) ~d Qt ~ di-1(pt). The proposal qt does not maximize

the preferences of player 1 at period t-1 because there exists a vector in
~t-1~ namely pt, which is preferred by player 1 to qt and also satisfies
pt b qt.

2
The example also shows that there exists a PO SPE-proposal at period t.

But there is no reason why a rational player 2 should choose yt - pt
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instead of yt - qt as a SPE-proposal. One could argue that in bargaining
round t-1 player 1 will propose xt-1 L1 pt and therefore why bother about
qt. But if t- 0 there is no t-1. The following proposition states that if
the set of SPE-proposals is known, then under some conditions the set of
SPE-proposals at each period t has a nonempty set of PO SPE-proposals. Buc
first the notions of weak and strong Pareto optimality will be defined.

Definition 4.1:(strong PO)

ut E~t is strong PO if y vt E~t: ut ~i ~t.

Definition 4.2:(weak PO)

ut E~t is weak PO if y vt E~t: ut Zi vt.

Proposition 4.3:

Let t - 0,2,...,tf-2.

A) If yt is a unique SPE-proposal ~ yt is strong P0.
If xt41 is a unique SPE-proposal ~ xt}1 is strong P0.

t "ttlB) Suppose the set d2(x ) of SPE-proposals contains a finite number of
elements.

i) If 3 Pt,qt E d2(xt}1) with Pt ~ qt, qt Ni pt i-1,2 and
~ ~t E d2(Xt}1): qt~ Pt Z1 vt, then there
exists more than one weak PO SPE control yt - pt~ yt - Qt

ii) If 3 pt E d2(xt}1) such that b qt E d2(xt}1): pt ~1 qt, then there
exists at most one strong PO SPE control yt - pt

A similar relation under similar conditíons as i) and ii) holds for
dt.l(Ytt2).
1

Proof:
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A) Suppose 3ut E Y't such that ut Li yt, i- 1,2.
Then there are two possibilities:
1) ut ~2 yt then yt is not a rational SPE-proposal for player 2 and

therefore yt is not a SPE-proposal, which is a contradiction with yt
being a SPE-proposal.

2) ut ~2 yt then player 2 is indifferent between ut and yt, thus ut is
also a SPE-proposal, which is a contradiction with the uniqueness of
-tY .

Therefore yt is strong P0.
A similar argument holds for xttl

B) i) For yt - pt there exists at least one qt E Y't such that both players
are indifferent between yt and qt, yt ~i qt, i- 1,2. Because only the
set of SPE-proposals is taken into consideration player 2 is
indifferent between all the SPE-proposals. Therefore Wt E d2(xttl):
yt~ Qt N2 vt. For player 1 both yt and qt are at least as good as
all the other SPE-proposals: Wt E d2t(xttl) Yt~ Qt Z vt. The above
arguments imply that yvt E d2(xEtl) yt, qt Zi v~ and yt ...2 qt,
i-1,2. But then yt is weak P0.
A similar argument holds for xtti.

B) ii)For yt - pt there is no SPE-proposal which is preferred by both
players because yvt E d2(xtti): yt N2 vt (player 2 is indifferent
between all SPE-proposals) and yt ~i vt (player 1 prefers SPE-
proposal yt to SPE-proposal vt). But then yt is strong P0.
A similar argument holds for xt}i. o

Remark 4.4-
The value of proposition 4.3.A is that given the set of SPE-proposals it
gives a sufficient condition to check whether the SPE-proposal is strong
P0. As a consequence of proposition 4.3.B.ii the reverse relation is not
true, i.e. if there exists a SPE-proposal that is strong PO this does not
imply that this SPE-proposal is unique. Therefore to find the complete set
of SPE-proposals it is not sufficient to derive the set of PO SPE-
proposals. Only when it is known in advance that the set of SPE-proposals
contains only one element this last procedure can be used.
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The shortcoming of proposition 4.3 is that these conditions do not
fully exhaust all possible sets of SPE-proposals. It is not clear if part
B can be extended to cover the possibility of a set with an infinite
number of SPE-proposals. Van den Boom (p. 50) proves that there always
exists a PO SPE-proposal. However, his proof is based on the restrictio~~
to a compact set of PO controls. The main question is: if the set of
controls is extended to controls that are not P0, does there still exist a
SPE-proposal which is also a PO control?

t
As mentioned in remark 3.4 the set of SPE-proposals depends on u f. The

t
next proposition states that if the disagreement strategy, u f, is PO then
this disagreement strategy belongs to the set of SPE-proposals in each
period.

Proposition 4.5:

Let t - 0,2,...,tf.
t

A) If u f is strong PO ~
t tyt - u f, xttl - u f and xtt1, yt are unique SPE-proposals.

t
B) If u f is weak PO ~

t tyt - u f, xttl - u f and y0 is a non-unique SPE-proposal.

Proof:
A) See the proof of proposition 3.1. Take t~ - tf and t1 - t, t- 0,1,...,

tf-1. The multifunction ~t -~ because u f is strong P0, therefore the
t t

only ut that satisfies ut bi u f is ut - u f. Thus only the ~ can hold
t

in proposition 3.4 and therefore u f is a SPE-proposal in every period.
Furthermore yvt E Y't: 3i E{1,2} such that vt ti ut. According to

y 3.5 v can not be a SPE-proposal. Thus there is no other SPE-corollar -t
t

proposal and u f is a unique SPE-proposal.
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B) For a proof that utf is a SPE-proposal, see A). Because utf is weak PO
t t

3p0 E~Y such that u f~i p0, i-1,2 and u f~ p0. Thus p0 is also a
t

SPE-proposal for player 2 and therefore y0 - u f is not unique.6 0

For a game where a Nash-equilibrium of the non-cooperative game is also
P0, bargaining does not result in gains for the two players. In this case,
it is obvious that the axiomatic bargaining solution is equal to the
strategic bargaining solution. If the game is extended to include some
fixed costs to each bargaining round, then the two players will both
decide not to bargain with each other because they are worse off than when
they play their disagreement strategy.

5. Same examples of bargaining in a dynamic system

Example 5.1: (cf. de Zeeuw (1984), example 4.3.1, p. 81)

The game in this example has two periods in which decisions on the use of
controls are made, tf - 2. Let the player's preferences be represented as

J1(ut) --0.5{ x2(0) f ui(0) . x2(i) . ui(1) { x2(2) },

J2(ut) --0.5{ 2x2(0) 4 u2(0) t 2x2(1) t u2(1) t 2x2(2) }

and the dynamics of the system as

x(0) - x0,

x(1) - x(0) t u1(0) } u2(0).

x(2) - x(1) t u1(1) f u2(1).

There are no restrictions on the controls, ui(t) E R. i- 1,2, t- 0,1.
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To find a SPE-outcome y~ or x~, first a SPE-outcome xl resp. yl of the
subgame starting at t-1 has to be computed. Applying proposition 3.3.A
results in

xl E dl(u2) r~ xl - arg ..imax 1 J1(vl) s.t. J2(vl) ) J2(uZ),
v E Y' -

yl E d2(u2) e~ yl - arg -lmax 1 J2(vl) s.t. J1(vl) ) J1(u2),
v E ~y -

t
with u2 - u f. The second step is to find y~ or x~

yC E d~(xl) e~ yC - arg ,.Omax p J2(vC), s.t. J1(vC) ) J1(xl),
v E Y' -

x~ E d~(Y1) b x~ - arg ~~max ~ J1(v~), s.t. J2(v~) ) J2(Y1).
v E ~y -

The solution of the optimisation problem in all four cases (x0~ y0~ X1~

yl) can be found by applying Lagrange. This can easily be shown. Suppose
that player 2 makes the proposal in period t-1 and that there exists a
SPE-proposal yl in period t-1 that maximizes J2(yl) such that J1(yl) )

J1(u2) with yá - ((áa( 0), u2(0)), (ul(1), u2(1)) ). Consider the vector
vI(E) :- ((ul(0), u2(0)), (ul(1) t E,-u2(1) - E) )(Note that the state
variable x(2) has the same value for yl and vl(E) ). Because the function
J1 is continuous there exists an E) 0 such that player 1 is still better
off with vl(E) than with the disagreement strategy u2, i.e. J1(vl(E)) )
J1(u2). But player 2 is better off with vl(E) then yl, i.e. J2(vl(e)) )
J2(yl). Therefore yl can not be a SPE-proposal for player 2 in period t-1.
A similar way of reasoning holds for xl, y~, x~. In appendix 1 the
computations of the Lagrange optimisation problem are carried out for any
given u2 in case of xl, yl and for any given xl, yl in case of y~ and x~
respectively.

As mentioned in section 3 the set of SPE-proposals depends on the
disagreement strategy u2. In this example three different Nash equilibria
are chosen as a disagreement strategy, each based on a different
information structure. Both sets of open-loop Nash equilibria and feedback
Nash equilibria contain just one element. The set of closed-loop-memory
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Nash equilibria contains infinitely many elements. In this example a
closed-loop-memory Nash equilibrium is chosen which belongs to the set of
undominated equilibria with ~- 2~3 (de Zeeuw). This closed-loop-memory
Nash equilibrium has the special property that it dominates the other two
disagreement strategies. The results of the computations are presented in
tables 1,2 and 3.~

The results are in accordance with proposition 3.4, yC Zi xl bi u2

and xC Li yl ti u2, i-1,2. Tt,~o comparisons can be made with these
results. The first involves the information structure, the second involves
the order of negotiation.

Conclusion 5.1.1:

If player 1 is the player who starts the negotiations at period t-0 then

J1(xC) I-2 ~ J1(xC) I-2 ~ J1(xC) I-2 .
u- fb u- ol u- clm

J2(xC) IY2 ~ J2(xC) I-2 ~ J2(xC) I-2 .
u- clm u- ol u- fb

If player 2 is the player who starts the negotiations at period t-0 then

J1(YC) I-2 ~ J1(YC) I-2 ) J1(YO) I-2
u- clm u- fb u- ol~

J2(YO) I~2 ) J2(YC) I,2 ) J2(YC) I-2 .
u- ol u- fb u- clm

A graphical explanation for this pattern is given in figures 1 and 2 on
the following page. The better the disagreement strategy (i.e. the
information structure) for the given player who makes the SPE-proposal at
t-1 the better is the SPE-proposal at period t-0 for this player. The
pattern with respect to the disagreement strategy itself is8

J1(u2) I-2 ~ J1(u2) I'2 ~ J1(u2) I"2u- clm u- fb u- ol~

J2(u2) I-2 ~ J2(u2) I-2 ~ J2(u2) I-2 -
u- clm u- ol u- fb
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Conclusion 5.1.2:

If the information structure is open loop or feedback each player is
better off when he or she makes the SPE-proposal at period t-0 than when
the other player makes the SPE-proposal at period t-0.

Ji(x0) ) Ji(YO) and J2(YO) ) J2(x0).

If the information structure is closed-loop-memory (~-2~3) this pattern is
reversed.

J1(x0) ( Ji(YO) and J2(YO) ( J2(x0).

An explanation is that in the case of a closed-loop-memory information
structure the curve of PO controls at period t-1 lies relatively close to
the curve of PO controls at period t-0. In the two other cases the curve
of PO controls at period t-1 lies relatively far away from the curve of PO
controls at period t-0. Mathematically, "relatively close" can be defined
as

( Ji(x0) - Ji(Yi) )~( Ji(xi) - Ji(u2) )~ i.

( J2(YO) - Ji(xi) )I( J2(yi) - J2(u2) )( 1.9

A graphical explanation is given in figures 3 and 4.

The results show that all SPE-outcomes are unique. According to
proposition 4.3.A these SPE-outcomes are strong P0. To show that
proposition 3.4.A is true some additional computations must be carried
out. Each SPE-proposal can be found at the intersection of the curve of PO
controls and the curve of PO controls that are feasible with respect to
the constraint. Appendix 2 shows the computation of the set of PO
controls. The results of the latter computations are presented in tables
4, 5 and 6.10 With this second approach the set of SPE-proposals is much
easier to compute than with the first approach. A point of further
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research is to find sufficient conditions under which the set of SPE-
proposals exists of only one element. Strict concavity of Ji, i- 1,2,
seems to be a sufficient condition.

Some additional computations, based on the second approach, with
closed-loop-memory Nash outcomes as disagreement strategy (~-0.65, ~-0.66,
~-0.6~ and a-o.6811) show that the pattern of conclusion 5.1 remains the
same in case player 2 makes the proposal at period t-0 and for ~- 0.65
and ~- 0.66 in case player 1 makes the proposal at period t-0. For ~-
0.67 the pattern changes to

u2 - fb
) J1(x0) ,~2 ) J1(x0) .~2

u - clm u - ol~

J2(x0) I`2 ) J2(x0) I`2 ) J2(x0) I'2u- clm u- ol u- fb

and for ~ - 0.68 it changes to

J1(x0) I`2 ) J1(x0) I`2 ) J1(x0) I`2u- fb u - clm u- ol~

J2(x0) I`2 ) J2(x0) I`2 ) J2(x0) I'2u- ol u- clm u- fb

ExamPle 5.2:

Consider the following tree game with tf - 2 on the next page. The
feedback Nash-equilibrium is given in the following table.

Period State Strategy Costs for subgame

t-1 x-2 00 (2,2)
x-1 11 (0,3)
x-o lo (4,1)

t-o x-1 0l (4,4)
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The SPE-proposals are computed by applying proposition 3.3. This yields

y0 E{(01,11), (10,01)}, xl E{(01,11)}, with total costs {(2,4),
(1,4)} and {(2,4)}
respectively,

x0 E{(10,01)}, yi E{(01,11), (10,01)}, with total costs {(1.4)} and
{(4,4), (2,4)} respectively.

Ol- ( 2,2)

x-i oo-( 2,2)
i1- ( 5.0)

o-(-i,l)

t-o

Two important conclusions can be drawn.

Conclusion 5.2.1:

x0 is not cheating-proof.

Ol-(1,3)

x-2 00-(2,2)

11-(0,2)

0-(4,i)

-(3.i
x-i~-oo-(2,2)

li-(0,3)

~l0-(2,4)

1-(2.3)
x-0 00-(5.2)

11-(1,4)

0-(4,1)

t-1 t-2

The state variable at period t-1 is equel to 0(x-0). For the aubgame at
per3od t-1 the feedback Nash-equilibrium is 10 with total costs (3,2)
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which yields lower cost than x0 ((1,4) ) for player 2. Player 1 is worse
off with cheating than with x0.
Note that y0 -(01,11) is cheating-proof, but y0 -(10,01) is not
cheating-proof.

Conclusion 5.2.2:

x0, y0 -(10, 10) is not time-consistent.

The feedback Nash-equilibrium for the subgame at period t-1 from x-0 is 10
with subgame costs (4,1). The SPE-proposals for the subgame at period t-
1 from x- 0 is xl - yl - 10 which are not equal to the pair of strategies
O1.

p p y-(01,11) is time-consistent.The SPE- ro osal -0

Note that this game does not yield a unique SPE-proposal when player 2
starts the negotiations and that (01,11) is not P0.

Example 5.3:

Suppose tf-0 and consider the following utility functions

J1Í x(0), x(1). ul(0) )--( x(0) . ulÍO) t x(1) ).

J2( x(0), x(1), ul(0) ) - -x(0),

with x(0) ~ 0, x(1) :- x(0) t ul(0) i u2(1) and ui(0) E[0,1] for i-1,2.
The game has infinitely many Nash-equilibria, because the best control

for player 1 at t-0 is ul(0) - 0 and player 2 ís indifferent between all
available controls, u2(0) E [0,1].

The set of strong PO controls is u(0) -(0,0), because

va E(0,1). max (a J1 }(1-a) J2)
ul(0), u2(0)
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is given by ui(0) - min {v E[0,1]} - 0. i- 1,2.
Just as in the preceding examples a Nash equilibrium is taken as the

disagreement strategy ul, ul -(0, u2(0)). The set of SPE-proposals y0 is
given by

YO E d2(ul) - j( ul(0), u2(0) ) E[0.1]x[0.1] I u2(0) ~ u2(0) ~.

The set of SPE-proposals has an infinite number of elements and the
intersection of the set of PO controls with this set is not empty.

If the set of available controls is (0,1] for both plByers, then there
does not exist e SPE-proposal that is P0.

6. An extension of the basic model

Consider the game where there is more than one bargaining round in each
period of the dynamic game. For example a government determines only once
a year how to spend their budget. The several parties in the parliament
(or groups in the party which has a majority) bargain, say, once per month
in the year preceding the determination of the allocation. Let the time
index t indicate in which period the dynamic game is. Each period t is
divided in ntl (n ~ 0, n is even) bargaining rounds. To keep the notation
simple (t,i), t- 0,...,tf, i- 0,...n, will denote the i-th bargaining
round in period t of the dynamic game. The planning horizon remains tf.
For the whole planning period there are (n~l)tf bargaining rounds. Assume
that the use of controls in each period takes place when bargaining round
n has elapsed, i.e. controls are used after the bargaining process just as
in the model of section 2. Consider the case that player 2 starts the
bargaining at period t- 0, i- 0. The following proposition is the
extension of proposition 3.3 for this game.

Proposition 6.1:

yt,i E~,t is a SPE-proposal by player 2 in round (t,i) and xt'itl E i,t is
a SPE-proposal by player 1 in round (t,iii), 0~(n.l)t t i~(n.l)tf and
(ntl)t t i is even ~y
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Y0~0 E d0'0(x0~1):1

X1.0 E dl'0(Y1~1):2

x0'1 E d~'1(Y0~2)' ..... : YO'n E d~'n(x1~0);

`1,1 1 1 `1,2 "l,n l,n '2,0
Y E dl' (x ); ..... ; x E d2 (Y );

,tf-1,0 tf-1,0 Ltf-1,1 ~tf-l,n tf-l,n ~tf
x E d2 (Y ) : ................. : x E d2 (Y ):

with ytf - utf.

Proof.

This follows directly from the proof of proposition 3.3. o

Assume for the rest of this section that for each t, t- 0,2,...,tf-2,
the sets di'i(Xttl,i) ~d d2tl,i `tt2,i(y ), i- 0,...,n, contain a finite

number of elements.l2 The following proposition states that an extended
bargaining game with more than three bargaining rounds per period is

equivalent to the similar game with exactly three bargaining rounds.
Therefore it is sufficient to consider the case of n- 2 in the rest of
this section.

Proposition 6.2:

Consider two games with identical preferences and dynamics of the system,
one with n- 2 and one with n') 2, n' even. Let Yt,O Xt,l~ Yt,2~ Xtt1,0
Yttl,l~ Xt;1,2 t- 0,2,...,tf, be the sets of SPE-proposals of the game
with n - 2, then

Yt'i(n') - Yt'0~,

Xt'1}1(n') - Xt'1;

Xt}1.iÍn') - Xt}1'0;

Ytfl,itl(n,) - Yttl,l~

Yt~n,(n') - Yt'2; Xttl,n'(n,) - Xti1,2~
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with i - 0,2,...,n'-2.

Proof:
Both games have identical preferences and dynamics of the system.
Therefore, the set of Nash-Equilibrium controls are the same for both

t
games. Given the same vector u f in both games the optimization problem
for player 1 at the last bargaining round of period tf-1 is the same for
both games. Thus, the sets of SPE-proposals at this bargaining round are
the same for both games. Note that player 1 is indifferent between each
proposal that belongs to this set of SPE-proposals. At the for last
bargaining round of period tf-1 the optimization problem for player 2 is
also the same for both games. Again, the set of SPE-proposals is the same
for both games. Note that the set of SPE-proposals at the last bargaining
round in period tf 1 contains the set of SPE-proposals one bargaining
round earlier. Both players are indifferent between the proposals that
belong to the set of SPE-proposals at the for last bargaining round in
period tf-1. Each set of SPE-proposals of a bargaining round in period tf-
1 before the for last bargaining round in this period is equal to the set
of SPE-proposals of the for last bargaining round of this period.
The arguments can be repeated inductively until the first bargaining round
of period 0 is reached. o

Define the following multifunctions for the game of section 2 based on
the multifunctions of section 3.

Pt(xt}1) . ut E dt(xttl `t t't}1 't t2 -{ 2 ) I W E d2(x ): u kl v

ttl `tt2 l `ttl ttl `tt2 't.l ttl "t42 `t}1 "t;l
P1 (Y ):- ~ u E dl (Y ) I d~ E dl (Y ): u Z2 v

Proposition 6.3:
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Suppose Yt and Xt}1 are sets of SPE-proposals of the bargaining game with
n- 0 and yt,0~ Xtf1,0 are sets of SPE-proposals of the extended
bargaining game n- 2 with identical preferences snd dynamics, then:

yxt}1 E Xt41. Yt'0 - p~(xttl) and dytt2 E Yta2. Xtf1,0 - P1}1(Ytt2).

Proof:
A similar way of reasoning as in proposition 6.2 leads to

Yt'2 - Yt, Xt}1,2 - Xt}1,

Yt'0 - Xt'1 -~ ut E Yt'2 I yvt E Yt'2: ut bl vt ~,

Xt}1'0 - Yt}1'1 -~ ut}1 E Xt{1'2 I-t}1 Xt}1'2: ut}1 b vt}1 ~,W E 2

which proofs the stated result. o

Proposition 6.4:

Consider the bargaining game with n- 0. Let yt E P2(Xt~l) ~d Xt~l E
Pitl(yt~2) then yt and xt belong to the set of PO controls of period t and

period ttl respectively.

Proof.
For every yt E P2(xt}1) there does not exist a ut E~t such that one
player is better off with ut than with yt and the other player is at least
indifferent between ut and yt. A similar argument proofs the stated result
for xt}1 E Pi}1(yt}2). o.

The main conclusion of this section ís that the extended model yields a
theoretical justification for the assumption made by Stefanski and
Chichocki (p. 224) as well as van den Boom (p. 46) to restrict the
available controls to the set of PO controls. The model of this section is
also possible for n is odd, but then the extended model is not a
generalisation of the basic model of section 2.
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~. Conclusions and topics for further research

In this paper a model with strategic bargaining in a dynamic system is
formulated and analysed. Both players have an incentive to reach an early
agreement, because as time goes on the set of available controls shrinks.
The model has many Nash-equilibria, therefore the concept of subgame
perfectness is introduced to diminish the set of equilibria. In the
partitioning of a cake model this results in exactly one SPE-proposal. In
the model studied in this paper more than one (even infinitely many, see
example 5.3) SPE-proposals may exist. Some further research is needed to
find sufficient and necessary conditions for the excistence of a unique
SPE-proposal (the existence of a set of strong PO controls is likely to be
a necessary condition as a consequence of proposition 4.3.A).

In the partitioning of a cake game each equilibrium is P0. In section 4
it is shown that not all SPE-proposals are P0. The question arises whether
there always exist a PO SPE-proposal. If a SPE-proposal is unique, than
this SPE-proposal is strong P0. Furthermore, when the set of SPE-proposals
contains a finite number of elements, then there exists at least one PO
SPE-proposal. However, for the case in which the set of SPE-proposal
contains infinite many elements it is not yet proven that a PO SPE-
proposal exists. Every disagreement strategy, that is also P0. belongs to
the set of SPE-proposals. In that case none of the two players can gain
from bargaining.

Some important examples were discussed in section 5. In example 5.1 the
relation between several disagreement strategies (each depending on a
different information structure) and the SPE-outcomes are discussed. No
general conclusions can be drawn from this calculation. Besides the
relation between a disagreement strategy and its corresponding SPE-
outcome, example 5.1 was in accordance with the statement of proposition
4.3.A. In example 5.2 it is shown that a SPE-proposal need not be cheating
proof and time-consistent. Example 5.3 is an example with a set of
infinitely many SPE-proposals.

Section 6 concentrates on an extension of the basic model. This
extension captures cases in which parties bargain several times before the
controls are used. The set of SPE-proposals of the extended game is always
a subset of the set of SPE-proposals of the basic game with identical
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preferences and dynamics. The major result is that the set of SPE-
proposals at the beginning of a period is equal to the set of PO SPE-
proposals in the corresponding period of the basic game. The extended
model gives an justification to restrict the analysis of SPE-proposals to
the set of PO controls in the basic game.

The bargaining model discussed in this paper belongs to the strategic
approach. The relation of the SPE-proposals with the axiomatic Nash
bargaining solution and the Kalai-Smorodinski bargaining solution is a
topic for further research. Only in the trivial case where a Nash-
equilibrium of the non-cooperative game is also P0, it is known that these
three bargaining concepts coincide. A negative feature of the strategic
bargaining model of this paper is that not all SPE-proposals are P0. The
other two bargaining solution concepts yield only bargaining outcomes that
are P0. To study the relationship between the axiomatic bargaining
solution concepts, the extended bargaining model of section 6 could be
used or otherwise the multifunctions Pi of section 6 in the basic model.

An important topic is an extension to more than two players. Such an
extension can be made in a similar way as in Chatterjee et. al., although
this paper only describes a partitioning of a cake model where all players
have the same preferences. An interesting feature of this model is that a
larger coalition needs more time to formulate a proposal than a smaller
coalition. A complication seems to be the use of a continuous time setting
and therefore the use of differential games instead of difference games to
take explicit account of the time needed to formulate a proposal which
doesnot have to be equal to one or more time units. A further complication
concerns the applicability of the model to, for example, existing macro-
economic models (such as Freia-Kompas and Comet V). The estimation
procedures of these latter models are in general based on annual data.
However, the strategic bargaining game with continuous time requires
different estimation techniques.

In the model described so far it is assumed that once a SPE-proposal is

accepted it is binding until the end of the game. Example 5.2 shows that a

SPE-proposal is not cheating proof (that is at least one player has an

incentive to play a non-cooperative strategy in a period t)0 although it

was settled before that both players cooperate). To incorporate the effect

of cheating on the SPE-proposal, the assumption can be made that the
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players can renegotiate on an accepted SPE-proposal. Example 5.2 also
shows that not all SPE-proposals are time-consistent (that is the proposed
equilibrium path is not an equilibrium path for a SPE-proposal made at
some later period). The effect of requiring time consistent SPE-outcomes
and the relation between timeinconsistency and cheating are two other
topics for further research. The effect of requiring additional conditions
on the SPE-outcomes probably is that none of the SPE-outcomes is P0.
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Notes

1. x(t) can be different for each player. In that case a subindex i can be
attached to x(t) to indicate that this is the state variable of player
i. In the example of Stefanski and Cichocki the state variable for the
government consists of the amount of foreign debts and the state of it~
money reserve. The state variables of the branch consist of fixed
assets, the accumulation of indebtness and the state of its own money
reserve.

2. It is supposed that both players have the same information available.
In general the information available can be different for the two
decision makers. This latter problem is omitted in this paper.

3. In both papers the function Gi is defined as Gi: S x XU x Rt-~ Ui -~ Ui
s - 1,2,...,tf-1,

ui(s) :- Gi( s; u(o),...,u(s-1)), i- 1,2 and

uiÍo) - ui0'

If u(t-1) is reconstructable from x(t) and x(t-1), then this definition
of Gi is the same as the definition of the closed-loop-memory Gi in
this paper because

x(t) - F(t, x(t-1), u(t-1) ), t E T.

4. For the game with player 1 starting the bargaining at period t- 0,
change all subindices 1 for 2 and the subindices 2 for 1 in the
definition of the multifunction d.

5. These conditions are sufficient but probably not necessary.
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t
6. For t ) 0, p0 is in general not a SPE-proposal because p0 ~ u f and

until period t the disagreement strategy is utf. In general p0 is
excluded.

~. All the PE-outcomes are presented as open-loop outcomes. This can be
justified because the dynamic optimisation problem to compute x0~ y0

xl, yl is a one player dynamic optimisation problem. In this last case
the equilibrium path under open-loop information structure is the same
as under the other two information structures.

8. The patterns for xl and yl are the same as the pattern for u2. Probably
it is better to look at the pattern of xl and yl, because y0 and x0 are
both a function of either xl or yl and only indirect a function of u2.
In this example it is a coincidence that the pattern of u2 is the same
as the patterns of xl and yl, but in other examples this is not likely
to happen.

9. Relative far away is defined in the same manner but with the greater
than sign instead of the smaller than sign.

lO.The optimisation problem to compute Pareto optimal controls is also a
one person optimisation problem. See note ~.

ll.ln case of a- 0.68 the closed-loop-memory Nash-equilibrium no longer
dominates the open-loop and feedback Nash-equilibria.

J1(u2) I'2 ~ J1(u2) I'2 ~ J1(u2) I`2u -clm u -fb u -01,

J2(u2) I..2 ~ J2(u2) I,.2 ~ J2(u2) I-2 ,
u -01 u -clm u -fb

12.This assumption can be replaced by the following assumption: there
t,i 'ttl,iexist a PO SPE proposal in each of the following sets, dl (x ),

ttl,i `tt2,id2 (y ), i - 0,.. ,n.
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Appendix 1.

This appendix concentrates on the computations of the set of SPE-

proposals of example 5.1.
With quadratic objective functions the controls are linear in the state

variables. The following notation has the advantage that the introduced
variables are independent of the state variables and can be interpreted as
a fraction of the state variables. Because both the closed-loop-memory and
the open-loop solution concepts lead to the same equilibrium trajectory as
the feedback solution concept, the notation is stated as feedback control
variables.

Notation: ua(1) - ax(1),
ui(o) - ix(o),
ul(1) - gx(1) and

u2(1) - dx(1),
u2(o) - ,~x(o),
u2(1) - jx(1).

Computation of yi.

The optimisation problem to compute yl at period t-1 is equal to:

min 0.5( j2 4 2(i t g} j)2)
{g,j}

s.t. 0.5( g2 t(i t g t j)2) - 0.5( a2 t(i t a t d)2).

The first-order conditions are:

~J2~~g-2(lfgt j) t~( gt ( 1'g}j) ) -0,

~J2~~j - j' 2(1 t g t j) ; a(1 f g t j) - o,

a{g2t (l~gtj)2-a2- (itata)2} -o.

(1)

(2)

(3)

Equation ( 1) minus equation (2) yields:
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ag-j-~ ~ ag-j.

Substitution of equation (4) into (2) yields:

~B t 2 (1 ~ B ' ~g) ' ~ t a2B ; ~g - 0 e-a

g(a2 t 4~ t 2) --(2tJ~) r~

g - -(2ta)I(a2 . 4a t 2),

(4)

(5)

with ~2 t 4~ t 2~ 0. The singular case of ~2 t 4~ t 2- 0 implies ~--2
t J8 and therefore Og --(2 t~) ~ 0. Thus the singular case has no
solution for g.

Substitution of equation (5) into (4) yields the solution for j:

~ - -a(2ta)I(a2 t 4~ ; 2).

with ~2 t 4~ i 2~ 0. With (5) and (6) it immediately follows that:

1} 8' j-~~(~2 t 4~ t 2).

(6)

(7)

The solution for a, ~~0, is a solution of the following polynomial, which
is found by substitution of equations (5)-(~) into equation (3) a~ 0:

(2 t~)2 t~2 -(a2 t 4a t 2)2(a2 t(1 t a t a)2) (8)

For all the three Nash disagreement strategies the values of the
parameters a and d are equal, a --0.25 and d--0.5. For these values the
polynomial (8) has two solutions ~1 - 1.651996~ and ~2 --~.2124562 of
which ~1 yields the best solution which is a unique one.

Computation of xl.

The optimisation problem to compute xl at period t-1 is equal to:
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min o.5( B2 }(1 t B} j)2)
{g,j}

s.t. 0.5( j2 t 2(1 4 g' j)2) - 0.5( d2 } 2(1 t a t d)2).

The first-order conditions are:

~J2I~B - B; (1 { B t j) t 2~(1 ~ B' j) - o,

~J2I~j -( 1 t g' j) f a(j t 2(1 t g t j) )- 0.

~{j2t2(1 tBt j)2-d2-2(l~std)2} -0.

Proceeding as in the computations of yl yields the following results:

j

(1)

(2)

(3)

- -(1'2~)~(2~2 t 4a t 1), (4)

g--a(142~)I(2~2 f 4~ t 1)), (5)

with 2~2 t 4~ t 1~ 0. The singular case has no solution for j. The
solution for ~, ~~c0, is a solution of the following polynomial:

(1 f 2~)2 ' 2a2 -(2a2 t 4a t 1)2(d2 ; 2(1 a a; d)2), (6)

For all the three Nash disagreement strategies the values of the
parameters a and d are equal, a --0.25 and d--0.5. For these values the
polynomial ( 8) has two solutions ~1 - 0.4830675 and a2 --3.6881566 of
which ~1 yields the best solution which is a unique one.

Computation of x0.

The optimisation problem to compute xo is equal to:

min 0.5(i2 t (ltit,i)2 t (14it,1)2B2 ' (lti'.Z)2(1tBtj)2).
{i,,~,g, j}
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s.t. 0.5(2 t.tZ t 2(itit,C)2 4(1}it,i)2J2 t 2(lti},Z)2(1;Bt~)2) --JZ(Y1).

T'he first-order conditions are:

aJl~ai - i t(ltit,~) i( 1}it,i)B2 ;(itit,t)(itBtj)2 t

~L 2(itit.t) t (itit~)J2 ; 2(itit,L)(1;B;J)2 ] - 0. (1)

c~J1Ic),t -( itit.l) t(lait,i)82 t ( itif,t) ( lagf j)Z t

a[ .~ ; 2(itit,~) t(ltit,~)~2 t z(itit,~)(itgt~)2 ]- o. (2)

~J2~~B -( iti;,l)2L B t ( 1 i g t ~) } 2a(1 t B t ~) ]- 0. (3)

~J2~~J - (itit,L)2L (1 ' B ' J) ' ~(3 t 2(1 t B ' J) ) ] - 0. (4)

2 t 2J2(Y1) ',t2 t(iti;.C)2(2 t J2 t 2(itB{~)2) - 0. (5)

From the computations of xl it follows immediately that the solution of

equations (3)-(4) is equal to:

s --~(1 t za)~(2~2 f 4a ; 1),

--(1 t 2~)I(2~2 f 4~ a 1).

(6)

(7)

1 t 8; J-~~(2~2 } 4~ t 1). (8)

Equation ( 1) minus equation (2) yields:

i-~,~-0 ~

and therefore:

1 t i t~- 1 t.L f~.i .

Substitution of equations (6)-(10) into (1) yields:

(9)

(10)
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~~.Z t 1 t,Z t~.Z t 2~ (1 t.t t~.Z)~( 2~2 t 4~ t 1) 2 t

(i i,~ ~~~)~ ~2(1 t 2a)2 t~2 t a{ (1 4 2~)2 i 2a2 }~' 0.

Rearranging equation (11) yields the solution for ,~:

-(8~,5 t 40~,4 t 66J~3 t 42a2 4 lla f 1)
8~ 4 52~5 t 122~ t 128~3 t 61a2 f 13~ f 1

The solution for i is:

i- -~(8~5 t 4oa4 t 66~3 t 42a2 t iia f i)
8~ t 52~5 t 122~ } 128~3 t 61~2 t 13~ } i

(i2)

(13)

Instead of a direct substitution of equations ( 6)-(8) and (12)-(13) into
equation (5) the following two relations will be computed:

2 t~2 . 2(1 } B'~)2
- 8a4 4 32a3 t 46~2 t 20~ } 3 (14)

(2~ . 4~ t 1)

and

~(2a2 t 4~ } 1)2

8~ t 52a5 t 122~ . 128~3 t 61~2 t 13~ . 1
(15)

The solution for ~ is a solution of the following polynomial which is
found by substitution of equations (12)-(14) into equation (5):

p-~ 2' 2J2(Y1) ](8~6 t 52~5 f 122~4 t 128~3 t 61~2 f 13~ t 1)2 t

~2(2a2 t 4a t 1)2(8a4 t 32a3 t 46a2 t 2oa t 3) t

(8a5 ~ 40a4 ; 66a3 t 42~,2 . 11~, } 1)2.

(16)

The solutions for ~ of the polynomial can be found in the following
table. Only ~1 is an optimal solution for each information structure. (~3
and ~4 are solutions of the polynomial, which produce terrible results. So
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it is not clear if the polynomial comes close to zero but is not equal to
zero or that the polynomial really is zero.)

Table: solutions of ~.

Solution u2 - ol u2 - fb u2 - clm

~1 0.4931066 0.4657360 0.5999357
a2 -4.1367540 -4.i069914 -4.i452261
a3 -0.2934468 -0.29i6411 -0.293i52i
a4 -i.7070809 -1.7071284 -1.7071092

Computation of y~.

The optimisation problem to compute y~ is equal to:

min 0.5(~2 i 2(ltit~)2 t(itit~)2~2 t 2(lrit~)2(1tB;J)2).
{i,~,g,j}

s.t. 0.5(1 t i2 t(ltit~)2 t(ltit~)282 t(itit~)2(ifBtJ)2) --Ji(xl).

The first-order conditions are:

~Ji~~i - 2(iti'~) }(itit~)~2 ~ 2(ltit~)(itgt~)2 t

~L i t(itit~) t(itit~)B2 t(lti4~)(1tBtJ)2 ~- ~.

aJi~a~ -~ t 2(i.it~) r(i}i~~)~2 t 2(itit~)(itg,~)2 .

aL (iti'~) ~ (ltif~)B2 t (1'i}~)(itStJ)2 ~ - C.

~J2~~8 -(i}if~)2L 2(i t B t~) t a(e ;( i t B' ~) ) ~- 0,

(1)

(2)

(3)

lJ2I~~ -(iti',i)2L J; 2(i ' B ' J) t a(i t B' J) ~- 0. (4)
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1 t 2J1(xl) a i2 t(ltit~)2(1 } g2 t(itBtJ)2) - 0.

From the computations of yl it follows immediately that:

B --(2 t~)~(~2 t 4~ ; 2).

1; g t J - a~(~2 t 4a f 2). (8)

~ - -~(2 ' ~)~(~2 t 4~ f 2). (7)

(5)

(6)

Proceeding as in the computations of yl yields the following results:

-(~5 4 ila4 . 42a3 t 66a2 t 40a t 8)
~ t 13~5 f 61a 4 128a3 f 122~2 t 52~ t8

(9)

-a(a5 t 11~4 t 42a3 t 66~2 t 40a t 8)~- .
~ t 13~5 4 61~ t 128~3 t 122~2 t 52~ f8

The solution for ~ is a solution of the following polynomial:

0-[ 1. 2J2(Y1) ](a6 . 13~5 t 61~4 t 128a3 t 122~2 t 52~ . 8)2 t

~2(~2 t 4~ f 2)2 (~4 t 8~3 , 22~2 . 20~ ; 8) t

(a5 t 11~4 t 42~3 t 66a2 } 40~ ; 8)2.

(io)

The solutions for ~ of the polynomial can be found in the following
table. Only al is an optimal solution for each information structure. (a3
and ~4 are solutions of the polynomial, which produce terrible results. So
it is not clear if the polynomial comes close to zero but is not equal to
zero or that the polynomial really is zero.)
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Table: solutions of ~.

Solution u2 - ol u2 - fb u2 - clm

al 1.7633944 i.7797846 2.0029205
a2 -8.46244517 -8.4808074 -8.7288575
~3 not computed not computed -0.5856476
~4 not computed not computed -3.4141997
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Appendia 2.

This appendix concentrates on the computation of the set of PO controls
of example 5.1. The SPE proposals are found at the intersection of the
curve of PO controls and the constraint. These SPE-proposals are PO as a
result of the method of computation.

With quadratic objective functions the controls are linear in the state
variables. The following notation has the advantage that the introduced
variables are independent of the state variables and can be interpreted as
a fraction of the state variables. Because both the closed-loop-memory and
the feedback solution concepts lead to the same equilibrium trajectory as
the open-loop solution concept, the notation is stated as open-loop
control variables.

Notation: ul(0) - c x0, u2(0) - f x0, ul(1) - b x0 and uZ(1) - e x0.

The profit functions of the two players each as a function of c,f,b,e and
x0 are given as:

J1(.) --0.5 ( 1 t c2 .(1 . c t f)2 . b2 '(1 t c t f t b' e)Z ) xp (1)

J2(.) --0.5 ( 2 4 f2 t 2(1 t c; f)2 t e2 t 2(1 t C t f t b t e)2 ) x~(2)

First the set of PO controls for the whole planning period is computed.
Afterwards the set of PO controls for subperiod starting from t-1 is
derived.

The set of PO controls for t-0.

The optimisation problem for a E[0,1] is given by:

min -a J (c,f,b,e) - (1 - a) J (c,f,b,e) :- max D(.). (3)
{c,f,b,e} 1 2 {.}
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The first-order derivatives, apart from the positive constant x~, are
equal to:

~D()~~c - a{c f(ltctf) t(ltctftbte)} .(1-a){2(1}cff) t 2(ltctftbte)}(4)

~D()~~f - a{(ltctf) t(itctffbfe)} t(1-a){f } 2(ltc.f) t 2(itctftbte)}(5)

aD()~~b - a{b f (ltctftb;e)} ~ 2(1-a)(ltctfibte),

~D()Ide - a(ltctftbte) t(1-a){e t 2(ltctftb;e)}.

Equation (4) minus equation (5) yields:

(6)

(7)

ac -(1-a)f - 0 e~ c- Í1-a)f~a (8)

and equation ( 6) minus equation (~) yields:

ab - (1-a)e - 0 b - (1-a)e~a. (9)

It is easy to show that:

(1 4 c' f) - Ía ~ f)~a,

(1 tc. f.etb) - Íatfte)~a.

(10)

Substituting the equations (8)-(11) into the partial derivatives (4) and
(6) and equating to zero, yields the following system with two unknowns e
and f:

0-(1-a)f t(a i f) t(a . f t e) t 2(1-a)(a t f)~a ; 2(1-a)(a f f t e)~a
(12)

0-(1-a)e ,(a . f t e) . 2(1-a)(a f f t e)~a.

which is equivalent to:
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-a2 - a; 4 -a t 2 f -(-2a2 t 4a)

-a f 2 -a2 t 2 e - -(-a2 t 2a) .

The determinant of this system is equal to:

Det (. J -a4ta3-7a2 t2at4~0,

The solultion of system (13) is equal to:

f

e

I a2-2 -at2

-at2 a2ta-4

which yields the final result for f and e:

f

e

~ -2a4 t 5a3 - 4a I

-a4 t 3a3 - 2a2

Therefore the solutions for b and c are:

c

- (Det)-1

- (Det)-1

- (Det)-1

2a4 - 7a3 t 5a2 4 4a - 4 I

a4 - 4a3 t 5a2 - 2a

v a E [0.1].

I -2a2 t 4a I

-a2 t 2a

Substitution of (15)-(16) into (12) yields:

1} c 4 f- 1 t f~a - (a4 - a3 - 2a2 f 2a)(Det)-1

1 t c f f t b t e- 1 t fIa t e~a -(a4 - 2a3 ; a2)(Det)-1

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

Substitution of equations (14)-(16) into (1)-(2) yields:
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J1(a) --0.5x2(0){ (a4 t a3 - 7a2 , 2a ' 4)2 t

( 2a4 - 7a3 4 5a2 f 4a - 4)Z; ( a4 - a3 - 2a2 ; 2oc ) 2 t

(a4 - 4a3 t 5a2 - 2a)2 }(a~ - 2a3 i a2)2 }~Det,

J2(a) --0.5x2(0){ 2(a4 } a3 - 7a2 t 2a ; 4)2 f

(-2a4 t 5a3 - 4a)2 t 2(a4 - a3 - 2a2 t 2a)2 ~

(-a4 t 3a3 - 2a2)2 t 2(a4 - 2a3 t a2)2 }~Det.

The set of Pareto optimal controls for the subperiod t-1

The optimisation problem is given by:

max a J (b,e) t (1 - a) J(b,e) :- max D(.), a E[0,1].
{b,e} 1 2 {.}

(18)

The variables c and f cannot be influenced because they concern period t-0
which is passed at t-1. The first-order conditions are:

~D(.)~~b - a{b ; (l.ctftbte)} t 2(1-a)(l.cfftb}e).

~D(.)I~e - a(ltc.f.bfe) t (1-a){e } 2(1;ctf4bte)).

Equation (19) minus equation (20) yields:

ab - (1-a)e - 0 e~ b - (1-a)e~a.

it follows that:

(1 t c f f 4 e t b) -(a t ac f af t e)~a.

Substitution of (21)-(22) into (19) yields the solution for e:

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)
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e- a(2 - a)(1 } c~ f)I(a2 - 2) - oc(2 - a)x(1)I(oc2 - 2)x(0). (23)

Equation ( 22) and ( 20) combined yield:

b-(1 - a)(2 - a)(1 f c 4 f)I(~2 - 2) -
(24)

(1 - a)(2 - a)x(1)I(a2 - 2)x(0).

Furthermore, it follows that:

(1 . c 4 f. e t b) -(1 t c f f) (ac2 - a)I (a2 - 2) -

(a2 - a)x(1)I(a2 - 2)x(0).

Substitution of (22)-(24) into (1) and (2) yields:

J1(a.c.f) --0.5{ ~1 t c2 ~(1 t c t f)2~(a2 - 2)2 t

(25)

(a2 - 3a t 2)2(1 t c 4 f)2 '(a2 - a)2(1 ; c t f)2}x2(0)I(a2 - 2)2,
(25)

J1(a,c,f) --0.5{ [2 a f2 t 2(1 ~ c t f)2](a2 - 2)2 t

(2a - a2)2(1 t c ; f)2 t 2(a2 - a)2(1 t c t f)2}x2(0)I(a2 - 2)2.

Table: Computed values of a.

`1 '0 "1 `0x y y x

open-loop 0.67427820 0.63812621 0.62292559 0.66974457

feedback 0.67427815 0.64025989 0.62292563 0.68225111

cl.-l.-mem. 0.67427814 0.66690859 0.62292557 0.66625107
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Table 1: ui - Open-Loop Nash.

Player 2 starts Player 1 starts

`f `1 `0 `1 `0u x y y x

ui(o) -0.263158 --- -0.315196 --- -0.288300
u2(o) -0.526316 --- -0.555815 --- -0.584661
x(1) 0.210526 --- 0.128989 --- 0.127039

ui(i) -0.052632 -0.058827 -0.039911 -0.067817 -0.035974
u2(i) -0.105263 -0.121779 -0.070378 -0.112033 -0.072953
x(2) 0.052632 0.029920 0.018701 0.030677 0.018112

J1(.) -0.559557 -0.558965 c-~ -0.558965 -0.559557 -0.550439
J2(.) -1.191136 -1.191136 -1.173930 -1.190042 H -1.190042

- These numbers have to be equal to meet the constraint in period
t-1.

H - These numbers have to be equal to meet the constraint in period
t-o.

percentage gain absolute gain

'0 `0 `0 `0y x y x

player 1 0.106x 1.630x 0.000592 0.009118

player 2 1.445X 0.092x 0.017206 0.001094
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Table 2: u2 - Feedback Nash.

Player 2 starts Player 1 starts

'f `1 `0 `1 '0u x y y x

ui(0) -0.25 --- -0.3i3374 --- -0.2777i7
u2(o) -0.527778 --- -0.557738 --- -0.5962g6
x(1) 0.222222 --- 0.128888 --- O.i25987

ul(1) -0.055556 -0.062096 -0.039650 -0.071584 -0.034377
u2(1) -0.111111 -O.i28544 -0.070568 -0.118257 -0.073812
x(2) 0.055556 0.031583 0.018670 0.032381 0.017798

Ji(.)
J2(.)

-0.559028 -0.558368 c~ -0.558368 -0.559028 -0.547249
-1.197917 -1.197917 -1.i74986 -1.196698 c-a -1.196698

- These numbers have to be equal to meet the constraint in period
t-1.

F--~ - These numbers have to be equal to meet the constraint in period
t-0.

percentage gain absolute gain

"0 `0 '0 `0y x y x

player 1 0.118X 2.107X 0.000660 0.011779

player 2 1.914X 0.102X 0.022931 0.001219
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Table : u2 - Closed-Loop-Memory.

Player 2 starts Player 1 starts

`f `1 "0 '1 '0u x y y x

ui(0) -0.291339 --- -0.290634 --- -0.291262
u2(o) -0.582677 --- -0.582117 --- -0.581435
x(1) 0.125984 --- 0.127249 --- 0.127304

ui(1) -0.031496 -0.035204 -0.036323 -0.040583 -0.036416
u2(i) -0.062992 -0.072875 -0.072751 -0.067043 -0.072696
x(2) 0.031496 0.oi79o5 0.018175 0.018358 0.018191

JiÍ.)
J2Í.)

-0.551367 -0.551155 H -0.551155 -o. 1 6 -0.551348
-1.188604 -1.188604 -1.188599 -1.188213 H -1.188213

- These numbers have to be equal to meet the constraint in period
t-1.

c-~ - These numbers have to be equal to meet the constraint in period
t-0.

percentage gain absolute gain

`0 '0 '0 '0y x y x

player 1 0.038X 0.003X 0.000212 0.000019

player 2 0.0004x 0.033X 0.000005 0.000391
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Table 4: u2 - Open-Loop Nash.

Player 2 starts Player 1 starts

`f '1 "0 `1 "0u x y y x

ui(o) -0.263158 --- -o.3i5196 --- -0.288300
u2(0) -0.526316 --- -0.555815 --- -0.58466i
x(i) 0.210526 --- O.i28989 --- 0.127039

ui(1) -0.052632 -0.058827 -0.039911 -0.067817 -0.035974
u2(1) -0.105263 -o.12i779 -0.070378 -0.112033 -0-072953
x(2) 0.052632 0.029920 0.018701 0.030677 0.018112

Ji(.)
J2(.)

-0.559552 -0.558965 c~ -0.558965 -0.55955I -0.550439
-1.191136 -i.l 11 6 -1.173930 -1.190042 H -1.190042

- These numbers have to be equal to meet the constraint in period
t-1.

H - These numbers have to be equal to meet the constraint in period
t-0.
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Table : u2 - Feedback Nash.

Player 2 starts Player 1 starts
'f "1 `0 `1 `0u x y y x

ui(o) -0.25 --- -0.313374 --- -0.277717
u2(o) -0.527778 --- -0.557738 --- -0.596296
x(i) 0.222222 --- 0.128888 --- o.i25987

ui(i) -0.055556 -0.062096 -0.039650 -0.071584 -0.034377
u2(i) -0.111111 -o.i28544 -0.070568 -0.118257 -0.073812
x(2) 0.055556 0.031583 0.018670 0.032381 0.017798

Ji(.)
J2(.)

-0.559028 -0.558368 H -0.558368 -0.559028 -0.547249
-1.1 1 -1.197917 - 1.174986 -1.196698 H - 1.196698

- These numbers have to be equal to meet the constraint in period
t-1.

H - These numbers have to be equal to meet the constraint in period
t-o.
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Table 6: u2 - Closed-Loop-Memory.

Player 2 starts Player 1 starts

'f '1 "0 `1 '0u x y y x

ui(o) -0.291339 --- -0.290634 --- -o.29i262
u2(o) -0.582677 --- -0.582117 --- -0.581435
x(1) o.i25984 --- 0.127249 --- o.i27304

ui(1) -0.031496 -0.035204 -0.036323 -0.040583 -0.036416
u2(i) -0.062992 -0.072875 -0.072751 -0.067043 -0.072696
x(2) 0.031496 o.oi7905 0.018175 0.018358 o.oi819i

Ji(.)
J2(.)

-0.551367 -0.551155 H -o.55i155 -o.55i367 -o.55i348
-1.188604 -1.188604 -1.188599 -1.i88213 H -i.i882i3

- These numbers have to be equal to meet the constraint in period
t-1.

c-a - These numbers have to be equal to meet the constraint in period
t-0.
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